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Table 1:  DPEP I : Enrolment Trends
(in thousands)
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B. Progress in reducing repetition/ drop-

































































Changes in CDR:  1997-98 To 1998-99
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C. Progress in improving  learning
achievement
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Figure V:  Frequency Distribution Of Achievement














































Achievement level (on total of 100)
Figure VI:  Frequency Distribution Of Achievement


































Achievement level (on total of 100)
Figure VII:  Frequency Distribution Of
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Figure VIII:  Frequency Distribution Of
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Figure IX:  Percent Change In Achievement Scores:
DPEP I: Class I Language (Proportion of Districts)
Figure X:  Percent Change In Achievement Scores:



















Figure XI:  Percent Change In Achievement Scores:
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Figure XII:  Percent Change In Achievement




























Figure XIII:  Percent Change In Achievement
Scores: DPEP II: Class I Language
(Percent of districts)
Figure XIV:  Percent Change In Achievement
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Figure XV:  Percent Change In Achievement
Scores: DPEP II: Class III/IV Language
(Percent of districts)
Figure XVI:  Percent Change In Achievement
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Community Mobilization and Participation
Table 4:  Status of VEC, SMC, MTA and PTA in the DPEP States
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Table 6:  Alternative Schools in the
DPEP I and II states
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Table 7:  Participation in textbook renewal
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D. The professional development of
teachers
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Table 8:  Teacher Training Provided
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iii Financial Management and the impact of DPEP
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Table 9:  Distribution of studies done by states across themes
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DPEP nonDPEP nonDPEP (with below national average female literacy level)
All children Male Female
Figure 1
1993-1999 : School  Attendance Rate of 6-10 year old














1993 1999 1993 1999 1993 1999
All children Male Female
nonDPEP (with below national average female literacy level)DPEP nonDPEP
Figure 2
1993-1999 : Primary School  Attendance Rate of 11-13 year old





















1993 1999 1993 1999
Figure 3
1993-1999 : School  Attendance Rate of 6-10 year old
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